
How to Get and Stay Focused
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We live in an age of distraction. No matter what we're doing, we are constantly at the mercy of
internal and external distractions. These attention-breakers have serious consequences on our
quality of work. The good news is that with our growing knowledge of the brain and improved
technology, there are specific steps we can take to increase attention and improve focus.

This episode guide includes the "focus matrix" along with tips and suggestions for how to
focus from each of the various perspectives of the matrix. 
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THE FOCUS MATRIX

Mental Strength and
Recovery: Recognizing when
you've distracted yourself and
quickly getting back on task.

Interruptions: Acknowledging
an interruption or distraction
and whether it must be
attended to now or can wait.

Mental Exhaustion: Reducing
the cognitive load on your
brain so it can put the
maximal energy into the task
at hand.

Set Up: Arranging your
situation to optimize your time
and space for focusing.
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Jot it Down: Keep a note pad, post-its, or a white board nearby to quickly jot down ideas or tasks
that pop into your head. Avoid going into a task manager, email, or other app to input them. That
only opens the door for further distraction.

Set an Intention: Before you start or after you've noticed you're distracted, set a specific
intention for what you want to accomplish or how you want to be during this time. For example, I
will clear my inbox in 25 minutes, or I will edit this document in 15 minutes, or I will focus on this
conversation without multi-tasking until the meeting ends. 

Breathe: Take a deep inhale and exhale while counting to 5. Repeat as many times as you need
to in order to clear your head. Some people prefer to close their eyes while doing this breath
work.

Take a Break: You may discover you're past the point of productive focus. If that's the case, take
a break and return to the work when you're ready. Continuing to push through will likely result in
added stress and poorer quality of work. 

Play Music or White Noise: Music without words and white noise can help the brain focus by
eliminating other distracting sounds. It also gives the brain something to focus on besides our
own inner dialogue which can help reduce the distracting thoughts that pop up.

Drink Some Water: Brains get dehydrated, too. Drinking water can both feel refreshing in the
moment and help the brain boost it's energy.

Remove the Triggering Distraction: If you
haven't set up your physical or digital space
for focused time, do it now. 

Deal with the Bigger Issue: If something else
has your attention, you might need to deal
with it first before being able to effectively
focus.

"Even if you’ve done everything

possible to set yourself up for focus,

it’s inevitable that at some point,

some time, you’ll find yourself

interrupted or distracted in the

moment. You need to be prepared to

quickly get back on track."

INTERNAL + IN THE MOMENT
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Meditate: Improve your mind's ability to concentrate on one thing by incorporating a regular
practice of meditation. 

Practice Being Present: Throughout the day, take a moment to simply notice what's happening.
Pay attention to your surroundings as well as what's happening in your body. 

Breathe: Similar to meditation, breath work helps build the brain's muscles for concentration.
Incorporate a daily habit of intentional breath work by focusing on your breath as you slowly
breathe in and out. Some people prefer to count while breathing.

Address Your Fears: The brain can self-sabotage when there is an underlying fear. The
amygdala turns on the fight/flight/freeze, and in an attempt at self-protection, we create
internal distractions to keep us from taking action. Ask yourself why you always seem to struggle
with this task. What are you afraid of? And what can you do to minimize the chances of that fear
becoming a reality?

Unload Your Mind: Cognitive overload or mental exhaustion keeps us from being able to invest
our full brainpower on the task at hand. Set up systems to keep track of information, tasks, dates,
etc. so that your mind doesn't need to hold onto them. The key is to truly invest in your system so
that you trust it. If you let your system wither, you'll end up relying on your brain as a backup,
which negates the benefits of having a system. 

Process Emotions: Feelings are wonderful but can also be a strong source of internal distraction.
Be sure to process your emotions through journaling, talking to a friend, or seeking professional
help. 

Take Care Of Your Body: Although focusing happens in the brain, good nutrition, regular
exercise, and plenty of sleep all contribute to a high-functioning brain. Whenever possible, make
healthy choices for food, move your body daily, and get at least 7 hours of sleep.

Reduce Your Overall Stress: Reflect on the sources of stress in your life and what you can do to
reduce or eliminate them. Talk to your boss, say "no" to new opportunities, delegate, etc.
Prioritize self care, even in small ways, to help manage stress.

INTERNAL + LONG TERM
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Close Browser Tabs or Apps: Reduce the chances that you'll get distracted by clearing your
digital workspace of visual distractions. Close any unnecessary windows on your computer and
turn on 'focus mode' in apps that offer it.

Set Your Status as 'Unavailable': Some collaboration apps allow you to set your status so that
your colleagues know if you're available. Before starting deep work, set your status as
unavailable so your colleagues know not to bother you, and the app knows not to alert you to
new messages. Alternatively, close any apps that would otherwise interrupt you with
notifications.

Put up a Sign: Let your co-located team members know you're busy by signaling to them that
you're in focus mode. Put a sign on your door or agree to some other signal such as a flag on
your desk or wearing headphones.

Hide Your Phone: Eliminate your phone as a potential visual trigger by hiding it in a drawer or
placing it on a shelf across the room.

Turn on Silence/Theater/Airplane Mode: Most devices offer multiple modes that reduce
notifications. Explore the options on your devices and select the one(s) most appropriate for your
needs. 

EXTERNAL + IN THE MOMENT

"Every time our attention switches

between one thing and another, it

takes us time to refocus. While it may

not seem like a big deal, we lose a

surprising amount of productivity in

those micro-seconds."

Adjust Your Surroundings: Noise,
temperature, lighting, uncomfortable
furniture... if something is keeping you from
focusing, do what you can to mitigate it or
move to a better space.
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Block Time for Yourself: Block time on your calendar for focused work. Give yourself a minimum
of 1 hour so you can truly get into deep work before having to shift into whatever comes next.

Schedule 'No-Meeting-Times' for Your Whole Team: Encourage everyone to spend time in
focus mode by establishing a no-meeting time each week. While this won't improve your
meetings, it will improve your ability to focus by giving you regular blocks of time you can rely
on. (Trying to focus on work between meetings in 15-30 minute chunks is very difficult!)

Set Your Notifications: Take the time to configure your notifications for each of your apps so
that they only provide the notifications you truly need. Be as granular at the app settings allow so
that you'll reduce the number of unnecessary interruptions.  

Arrange Your Space: Different people focus better in different spaces. Notice how different
spaces impact your ability to focus. This includes temperature, noise, lighting, windows, etc.
Then, do what you can to adjust your surroundings to optimize your attention. 

Talk with Your People: Let your teammates or housemates know when you're available and
what you need from them in order to best focus. Together, create norms for how to
communicate during "focus times" in case of something urgent, as well as ground rules for how
you'll co-exist in respectful ways.

Build a Focus Routine: We can "trick" the 
brain to get into focus mode more quickly
by establishing a routine that signals, 'now is
the time to focus.' This can include playing
a specific song, repeating a mantra, 
following a breath pattern, or something
else. The key is that you must do it
consistently before you begin to focus on
deep work.

EXTERNAL + LONG TERM

"When you shift from seeing

distractions as predominantly

external to predominantly internal,

you realize that a huge part of focus is

actually your ability to control your

own mind."
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